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                American Medical News ceases publication after 55-year run

                ■ Unsustainable financial losses forced the move despite the newspaper's editorial quality, the AMA's senior management says. The Association's other news operations will be enhanced. The paper won more than 60 journalism awards in the last decade.

                AMA readies campaign for Medicare SGR repeal

                ■ Physicians throughout organized medicine are rallying for the remaining months of the legislative year to overhaul and build a new payment system based more on quality. The AMA plans to work on many fronts, along with a new website called FixMedicareNow.org.
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                  Our suggestions for navigating the vault

                  While we will no longer be posting new content at amednews.com, years of our news stories, features and columns remain available. Here are some of the handiest ways to find past items.
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                	» Medical practice managers seek EHR penalty moratorium in 2015
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                Policing medical practice employees after work

                ■ Doctors can try to regulate staff actions outside the office, but they must watch what they try to stamp out and how they do it.

                How to get tax breaks for your medical practice

                ■ Federal, state and local governments offer doctors incentives because practices are recognized as economic engines. But physicians must know how and where to find them.
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                Interactive graphic: What free screenings does the ACA require?

                ■ Starting in 2014, certain publicly and privately insured patients will be able to receive approved preventive services at no additional out-of-pocket cost. Services given a grade of A (substantial net benefit) or B (moderate-to-substantial net benefit) by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force will be covered for free for patients meeting gender, age and risk factor prerequisites. Use this tool to determine your patient's free preventive services.

                Slide show: Peer support helps prevent diabetes

                ■ The YMCA’s diabetes prevention program teaches patients healthier eating and exercise habits to shed pounds. A big part of the learning process comes from sharing the experience with other program participants.
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                Advance pay ACOs: A down payment on Medicare's future

                ■ Accountable care organizations that pay doctors up-front bring practice improvements, but it's unclear yet if program actuaries will see a return on investment.

                Physician liability: Your team, your legal risk

                ■ When health care team members drop the ball, it's often doctors who end up in court. How can physicians improve such care and avoid risks?

                Doctor pay: Calculate your business case for Medicare and Medicaid

                ■ A cost-benefit analysis of public insurance programs helps physicians determine whether participation will pay dividends.

                Physicians find solutions in the face of disaster

                ■ Although such events are tragic, they move medicine forward by providing physicians critical lessons in emergency preparedness and response, medical experts say.
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                Doctors shortchanged by insurers’ shift to credit card payments

                ■ Payers issuing plastic and virtual cards to practices instead of depositing funds directly can cut physician pay by as much as 5% after transaction fees.

                Health care job growth slows

                ■ The federal budget sequester and uncertainty about health system reform are blamed for curtailing hiring in physician practices and hospitals.
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                Medicare sticks to clock-watching on hospital observation policy

                ■ CMS finalizes a rule that only indirectly addresses long hospital outpatient stays that leave patients exposed to large bills and no postacute care coverage.

                Data breach insurance goes mainstream in health care

                ■ A growing number of breaches and highly publicized fines has resulted in smaller medical practices looking for protection.
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                Medicare SGR reform bill passes key House committee

                ■ The House Energy and Commerce panel adopts a bipartisan Medicare payment overhaul, but physicians want additional changes on care quality incentives and pay accuracy.

                Retail clinic convenience charms new audience: parents

                ■ Having a long-standing relationship with a physician doesn't mean parents will take their children to the doctor's office.
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                    Find information about health conditions, symptoms, and treatment options at WebMD.
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                   Discover the combined knowledge and experience of more than 4,700 health professionals.
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                    Read in-depth, researched articles on a range of health and lifestyle topics.
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